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Introduction and teacher’s notes
This education resource is designed to assist teachers

The exhibition themes are:
•

Sport

•

Agriculture

•

Goldfields

most suited to year 5 and 6 primary school students.

•

Defining moments

Content is suitable for the visual arts, humanities and

•

Dining

•

Achievement.

and students in exploring the National Gallery of
Australia’s exhibition Silver and Gold: Unique Australian
objects 1830–1910. Activities and inquiry questions are

social sciences (including civics and citizenship) with
some relevant material to drama and sport. The crosscurriculum priorities of Aboriginal and Torres Strait

The works of art celebrate the achievements of many

Islander histories and culture, Asia and Australia’s

of Australia’s most significant early silversmiths

engagement with Asia, and sustainability are also

who worked in a range of styles. While British and

included.

European traditions influenced the early silverware

Silver and Gold: Unique Australian objects 1830–1910
showcases nineteenth and early twentieth century
Australian silver and gold objects drawn from the

created in Australia, local styles emerged as a national
consciousness developed, becoming more pronounced
leading up to Federation.

NGA’s collection of colonial decorative art and design.

More images and information are available on the

The theme of this exhibition is ‘celebration’, with

NGA’s website.

objects marking significant personal, community
and professional achievements and milestones, or
displays of prosperity and artistic accomplishment.
This resource is divided thematically into six sections,
each of which includes a key image and supplementary
images with questions and activities.

The resource is useful for either pre-visit preparation
or post-visit activities to consolidate engagement with
the works of art in the exhibition.

SPORT

Researching and responding
•

What were the most common sports in

Making
•

Design a medal or trophy for one of your

Australia in the period 1830–1910? How have

school’s special events such as the athletics

these changed in the last 100 years and what

carnival, drama or dance event. Consider the

might have influenced this shift?

skills required to excel at this pursuit and draw

•

your design with these in mind. Once you have

Organise a games day at your school where

you play activities and sports from the colonial
period.
•

Study the portrait of the young Indigenous

cricketer, Nannultera, on the NGA’s website. Does
the subject look happy and comfortable in his
cricket uniform and is his pose an expected one
for a cricketer?
•

Research the history of the sporting clubs

in your local area including the building of their
facilities and major developments or challenges
for the organisation. You might be able to visit
a local sporting club to discuss key events and
the facilities with a club representative. Read

finalised your design build it in clay. Work out how
to replicate your design by engraving the surface
or adding colour.
•

Use silver foil to construct a trophy without

using scissors or other implements to help you.
Do not use an armature, but rather rely on
changing and developing the shapes as your
compositional ideas progress in a more fluid way.
•

When and where was AFL football first played

in Australia? Design a trophy for the inaugural
2017 AFL women’s champions and discuss the
importance of this year’s new competition in
the history of the game.

their honour board to learn more about these

AC codes: ACHASSK135; ACAVAM115; ACAVAM114;

important community gathering organisations

ACHASSK137

in your region.

Edward Fischer
Cricket trophy cup c 1888
silver: raised, cast, pierced, fabricated, chased, engraved
31.4 x 11 (diam) cm
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, purchased 2014
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John J Cohen silversmith John Carmichael engraver
Presentation champion’s boxing belt buckle 1847
sterling silver: fabricated, stamped, repousséd, chased, engraved
16 x 30 cm
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, purchased 2014
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AGRICULTURE

Researching and responding
•

Research the agricultural history of your area

Making
•

Cattle and sheep dogs make an important

and discuss this evolution with your class.

contribution to agricultural life in Australia. Study

•

the Cobar Champion Sheep Dog Trial trophy

Identify the animals that appear on the works

of art in the Agriculture section of the Silver and
Gold exhibition. What animals might be included
if the same objects were made today?
•

Develop a show for your school that brings

people together like an agricultural show. This
might be a chance for your whole school to
celebrate the achievements of each class in the
visual arts. Choose the theme of ‘sustainability’
to create a cohesive display of repurposed
materials found at home or school. How can
you make these materials look more precious by
polishing, flattening out and engraving?

collar in the exhibition. Locate Cobar on a map of
Australia and research the agricultural industries
undertaken in the region. Design a dog collar to
recognise the hard work and achievements of
these animals. You could use thick gold and silver
card or thin metal sheets as your base material.
Decorative marks and shapes could be added with
a H lead pencil or kitchen skewer. Small jewels,
buttons, picture rail wire and cotton could also be
used to decorate your work of art. Plan a display
of your trophy collars in the classroom or the
art room referencing the theme of agriculture.
You might also like to add other elements to the
display that have an agricultural connection such
as making a clay dog to go with your trophy collar
or a mandala made of vegetation from your local
area that you return to the environment at the
end of your exhibition.
•

Discuss Robert Dowling’s painting Mrs

Adolphus Sceales with Black Jimmie on Merrang
Station, made at the time of the gold rushes,
from the perspective of all the subjects: Mrs
Sceales, Jimmie, the horses and dogs. What silver
or gold items would Mrs Sceales and Jimmy have
owned?
AC codes: ACHASSK151; ACHASSK135; ACAVAM116

William Edwards
The Currie cup c 1862
silver: raised, cast, repousséd, chased, fabricated, stamped, gilt, engraved
43 x 35 x 20 cm
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, purchased 2014
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Unidentified Australian silversmith Cobar Champion Sheep Dog Trial
trophy collar c 1884
silver: engraved
10 x 50 x 0.8 cm
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, purchased 2008
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DINING

Researching and responding
•

Research whether you have any goldsmiths or

Making
•

Using the repoussé technique, design and

silversmiths living in your area. If possible, arrange

make a metal object for a dining room inspired

for your class to visit an artist’s workshop to

by the Silver and Gold exhibition. You could cut

learn more about their creative practice and the

up and flatten tin cans with the assistance of

properties of the materials they use.

your teacher as a way to promote the ideas of

•

sustainability.

Research the most popular dietary items of

the colonial period. You may be able to arrange for

•

your school tuckshop to host a colonial food day.

the Emu egg claret jug in the Silver and Gold

What items would you recommend on the menu?

exhibition. Include features of various animals’

•

bodies in your design such as claws, feathers,

Study the physical properties of silver that

are relevant to the silversmith’s process of making
objects for a dining room. Research the history
of the metal including where it has been found
around the world and the civilisations that have
benefited. You might also like to look up the Latin

Develop an A3 drawing of a jug inspired by

beaks and tails to highlight functional and
decorative elements of the design. You could also
use the medium of watercolour to develop your
work of art further.
AC codes: ACAVAM114; ACAVAM115

word for silver and the connection with this and
its symbol in the periodic table.
•

What is corrosion and what materials are

used to make acid-free storage boxes?
•

Why did silversmiths gain more work in

Australia from the 1820s?

Henry Steiner
Emu egg claret jug c 1875
sterling silver: raised, stamped, repousséd, chased; emu egg: mounted
28.5 x 12 x 9 cm
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, purchased 2014
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Alexander Dick
The Ryan tea service c 1836
engraved silver
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, purchased 2014
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GOLDFIELDS

Researching and responding
•

Develop a play based on the gold rush period

Making
•

Look carefully at the intricate nature of the

in Australia. Each student could be responsible for

designs in the Goldfields section of the Silver and

a particular area of research such as investigating

Gold exhibition. Make a special memento for a

the day to day life of the miners and their families;

friend or family member inspired by these objects

the schooling opportunities for their children;

using copper, silver or gold sheeting and wire and

activities the children played; music of the period;

a pair of jewellery crimpers. You may also like to

and diet.

use beads, lengths of fine chain, small gold pins

•

for brooches, gold or silver card and other similar

Use the painting Allegro con brio: Bourke

Street west from the NGA’s collection to help
discuss the economic profile of the city of
Melbourne at the time and the role that the
goldfields played in the economic development of
the State of Victoria.
•

Research the experience of Chinese

communities in Australia in the gold rush period.
What challenges did these communities face and
how did they respond to these challenges?
•

Research the geological formation and

materials. Craft glues can help you add various
details to your object. The scale of the object is
important to convey the personal nature of the
gift. Practice drawing a more basic design first
and make the first example of your memento.
Make subsequent versions as your design develops
and you think more about the recipient of this
special gift.
AC codes: ACADRM035; ACADRM037; ACHASSK135;
ACSSU095

chemical properties of silver and gold. Learn the
characteristics of each and its symbol from the
periodic table.

Donovan & Overland
Marble Bar brooch c 1898
15 karat gold
4.4 x 5.7 cm
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, purchased 2010
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Unidentified Australian silversmith
Locket c 1860
gold: engraved, gold-bearing quartz nuggets, printed paper
3.7 x 2.7 x 0.8 cm
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, purchased 2014
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ACHIEVEMENT

Researching and responding
•

Some of the objects in the Silver and Gold

Making
•

Go for a bushwalk in your local area taking a

exhibition were made to acknowledge significant

sketchbook with you so that you can draw some

achievements as Australia’s convict settlements

of the flora that you see on the track. When you

progressed to civilised societies. Make a list of

return to school scale these drawings down to

the objects in the exhibition that acknowledge

replicate the intimacy of some of the jewellery

achievement. Make a corresponding list of

in the exhibition. Change the scale again and

significant achievements in Australian society

incorporate your drawings into a large mural piece

today and research how these are acknowledged.

that the class works on together for display in the

•

classroom.

Australian currency is one medium used to

acknowledge outstanding achievement in our

AC codes: ACAVAM115; ACAVAM116; ACHASSK137

community. Research special coins and notes that
have been made in the last 100 years to highlight
significant events and people in Australia. Develop
ideas as a class to produce your own coin set that
highlights significant events in your community.
•

How did Aboriginal and Torres Strait

Islander people recognise achievement in their
communities in the colonial period?

Henry Steiner
Presentation trowel c 1883
sterling silver, malachite: raised, cast, chased, engraved
31.3 x 10 x 4 cm
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, purchased 2014
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David Barclay manufacturer Joseph Forrester silversmith
Salver 1834
silver: repousséd and engraved
6.8 x 35 (diam) cm
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, purchased 2011
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DEFINING MOMENTS

Researching and responding
•

What is a defining moment? Talk about

Making
•

Many of the works of art in the Silver and Gold

this concept with your class and ask them to

exhibition are engraved using a variety of fonts

contribute by thinking about defining moments

and styles. Study a number of the objects in the

in their life, the life of their school and also their

exhibition paying particular attention to the text.

community. What has been a special moment

Design your own ‘defining moment’ medallion

in your local area that could be classified as a

with text to identify this special occasion in small

defining moment?

A5 format.

•

•

Federation was a defining moment in

Once you have completed this unit of work

Australian history. Who were the key players

use the knowledge you have gained and the

in the lead up to Federation in Australia? Look

works of art you have made to plan a class lunch

closely at this painting by Frederick McCubbin and

celebrating Federation. Set and decorate a

read the extended label to help you understand

communal table, and wear clothing inspired by

the extent of the celebrations that took place

the period from 1830–1910 including some of the

in Melbourne. Where did other Federation

jewellery items you have created. Organise your

celebrations take place?

menu and delegate the catering to various people

•

in the class. Organise a running order for the

During 2017 there will be many events to

acknowledge the 50th Anniversary of the 1967
Referendum, one of which will be the Defying
Empire exhibition to be held at the NGA from
26 May until 10 September. Why was this
referendum held and what was the outcome?

lunch that includes some speeches from various
members of the class who could represent some
of the key players in this period of Australia’s
history.
AC codes: ACHASSK134; ACHASSK135

Discuss the referendum in the context of a
defining moment in Australia’s history. How might
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Australians
feel about this referendum today?

Unidentified Australian silversmith
Locket c 1910
silver: chased and engraved
5.5 x 3.6 x .8 cm
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, purchased 2007
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Unidentified Australian silversmith
Brooch for Lola Montez
c 1855 Australia
gold, garnets
7 x 8 cm
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, purchased 2014
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